Introduction
The growth of finitely generated groups has been the subject of intensive investigations (cf. [Gri80, Gri84] , [GdlH97] , [dlH00] ) and led to ground-breaking results, e.g., M. Gromov showed that a finitely generated group has polynomial growth if, and only if, it is virtually nilpotent (cf. [Gro81] ).
For a group G being generated by a finite symmetric set X ⊆ G not containing the identity 1 ∈ G the exponential growth rate is defined by ω(G, X) = lim sup n n √ a n , where a n is the number of elements in G which can be written as a product of n elements in X but which cannot be written as a product of less than n elements in X. If G is of subexponential growth, i.e., polynomial or intermediate growth, then ω(G, X) ≤ 1. One of the main results of this paper can be stated as follows.
Theorem (A). Let (W, S) be a non-affine, non-spherical Coxeter system. Then its exponential growth rate satisfies ω(W, S) ≥ τ = 1.13 . . . .
For a group G with finite symmetric generating set X ⊆ G \ {1} one defines the growth series by p (G,X) (t) = n∈N0 a n t n ∈ Z t , i.e., ω(G, X) coincides with the inverse of the convergency radius of p (G,X) (t). For a Coxeter system (W, S) the growth series is also called the Poincaré series of (W, S).
In Section 6 we define the notion of a mutation µ(M, X, Y, σ) of a Coxeter matrix M , which induces an equivalence relation ∼ on Coxeter systems. Mutations generalise diagram twistings (cf. [BMMN02] ), but in general do not preserve the isomorphism class of the group. Nevertheless, the Poincaré series is invariant under mutations of the Coxeter matrix, i.e., one has the following.
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Growth of finitely generated groups
Let G be a finitely generated group, and let X = X −1 ⊆ G \ {1} be a finite symmetric set of generators. The length of g ∈ G with respect to X is the minimal n such that g = x 1 x 2 . . . x n with x i ∈ X; the length function will be denoted by ℓ (G,X) : G → N 0 . It has a natural interpretation in terms of the metric on the Cayley graph Cay(G, X).
For n ∈ N 0 , the ball in Cay(G, X) centered around 1 G with radius n will be denoted by B (G,X) n = {g ∈ G | ℓ (G,X) (g) ≤ n}, the corresponding sphere by A 
|.
The central objects under investigation are the strict growth series p (G,X) (t) = n∈N0 a n t n ∈ Z t , and the exponential growth rate ω(G, X) = lim sup n→∞ n √ a n , i.e., the inverse of the radius of convergence of p (G,X) (t). The cumulative growth series is p (G,X) (t) = n b n t n = (1 − t) −1 p (G,X) (t), and thus, as long as the group G is infinite, the radius of convergence can be alternatively computed using the sequence (b n ) n∈N0 .
Note that G has exponential growth if, and only if, ω(G, X) > 1 for some (and hence any) generating set X. The present paper only deals with finitely generated linear groups G. Therefore, G has polynomial growth with respect to some (and hence any) generating system X if, and only if, ω(G, X) ≤ 1 (cf. [Man12, Cor. 6 .2]).
Coxeter groups
2.1. Coxeter systems. An n × n square matrix M is a Coxeter matrix if m i,i = 1, and m i,j = m j,i ∈ Z ≥2 ∪ {∞} for all i = j. The matrix M is indecomposable if for any non-trivial partition I ⊔ J = {1, . . . , n} there exists (i, j) ∈ I × J such that m i,j = 2.
Associated with M there is a combinatorial graph Γ(M ), the Coxeter graph over the set {1, . . . , n}, having M as edge-labelled adjacency matrix, i.e., {i, j} is an edge with label m i,j whenever m i,j ≥ 3. Coxeter graphs are represented * by drawing an edge i j m connecting i and j whenever m = m i,j ≥ 3 and omitting the label when m = 3.
The Coxeter system associated with a Coxeter matrix M of size n is the pair (W, S) where S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } and (2.1)
Note that M , Γ(M ) and (W, S) mutually determine one another, and M is called the type of (W, S). The pair (W, S) is called irreducible if its type is indecomposable, i.e., if the Coxeter graph is connected; the rank of (W, S) is the size n of its Coxeter matrix. An irreducibility component of (W, S) is the pair (W I = s i | i ∈ I , I), where I is the set of vertices of a connectedness component Γ(M ) I of Γ(M ). Any Coxeter group is the direct product of its irreducibility components. 2.5. Theorem (Tits' solution of the word problem [Tit69] ,[Bou07, Ch. IV, §1, Ex.13]). Let (W, S) be the Coxeter system of type M .
(i) A word in S * is reduced for (W, S) if, and only if, it is M -reduced. (ii) If w, u ∈ S * are reduced words which represent the same element π M (w) = π M (u) ∈ W , then there is a sequence of M -operations taking w to u, and this sequence entirely consists of M (2) -operations.
Following [BB05, § §3.3-3.4] let R M (w) denote the set of the reduced words in S * representing w ∈ W (M ), i.e., R M (w) = {w ∈ S * | π M (w) = w, and deg(w) = ℓ M (w)}.
2.6. Corollary. Let w, w ′ ∈ S * , and let w ∈ W (M ).
(i) If w and w ′ represent the same element in W (M ), i.e., π M (w) = π M (w ′ ), then there exists a reduced word u ∈ S * and two sequences of M -moves
and w ′ is reduced, then there exists a sequence of M -moves
and hence deg(u) > deg u ′′′ , against the hypothesis that u is (M -)reduced.
2.7. Coxeter generating systems. Let G be a group being generated by a finite set of involutions R ⊆ G. Then M (R) = (ord(st)) s,t∈R is a Coxeter matrix. Let (W, R) be the Coxeter system with Coxeter matrix M (R). The identity on R induces a surjective homomorphism of groups j R : W → G. Moreover, (G, R) is a Coxeter group with Coxeter generating system R if, and only if, j R is an isomorphism. If (W, S) is a Coxeter group and σ is either an inner automorphism or the automorphism induced by a Coxeter automorphism of (W, S), then σ(S) is another Coxeter generating system, and (W, σ(S)) is Coxeter-isomorphic to (W, S). In general, any inner-by-Coxeter automorphism preserves the Coxeter-isomorphism type. An automorphism which is not inner-by-Coxeter will be called exotic.
Isomorphisms of Coxeter groups.
A major problem in the theory of Coxeter groups is to find all possible Coxeter generating systems of a given a Coxeter group W . If all of them are in the same Coxeter-isomorphism class, then W is called rigid (cf. §2.1). It is well known that there exist non-rigid Coxeter groups, e.g., for n, m odd there are exotic isomorphisms
There are standard procedures which realise exotic isomorphisms between Coxeter systems, e.g., Brady et al. introduced the diagram twisting (cf. [BMMN02, §4] and §6), and Howlett and
Mühlherr introduced a construction, the elementary reductions, which deal with exotic isomorphisms (W, S) → (W, R) for which the set of reflections S W is different from R W . Reductions generalise the exotic isomorphisms described in (2.4).
Moreover, several classes of Coxeter groups are known to be rigid or rigid up to diagram twisting, e.g., (i) (W, S) is right-angled, i.e., m s,t ∈ {1, 2, ∞} for all s, t;
(ii) (W, S) is infinite and m s,t < ∞ for all s, t; (iii) (W, S) can act faithfully, properly and cocompactly on a contractible manifold; (iv) (W, S) is skew-angled, i.e., m i,j = 2 for all i, j;
For a discussion on the isomorphism problem for Coxeter groups see the survey [Müh06] , the book [Bah05] , and references therein.
Poincaré series
In the context of Coxeter systems the growth series is also known as the Poincaré series p (W,S) (t) of (W, S). It has the following properties.
3.1. Proposition ( [Sol66, Ste68] ). Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system with Poincaré series p (W,S) (t).
(i) If (W, S) is spherical, then there exist |S| natural numbers, the degrees (cf. 
where [n] t is the t-Gauss number 1
where F = F (W, S) = {I ⊆ S | |W I | < ∞}. In particular, Poincaré series are rational functions.
In most cases it is possible to restrict attention only to the irreducible systems.
3.2. Lemma. Let (W 1 , S 1 ) and (W 2 , S 2 ) be Coxeter systems, and let (W, S) = (W 1 ×W 2 , S 1 ⊔S 2 ) be their product. Then p (W,S) (t) = p (W1,S1) (t)·p (W2,S2) (t) and ω(W, S) = max{ω(W 1 , S 1 ), ω(W 1 , S 1 )}.
Proof. The first statement follows from the direct product decomposition. Since Poincaré series are series with non-negative coefficients and with degree-zero coefficient equal to one, then ω(W, S) ≥ max{ω(W 1 , s 1 ), ω(W 2 , S 2 )}. On the other hand, the product p(t) of two rational functions p 1 (t) and p 2 (t) is holomorphic at least in the smallest of the open disks centered in zero of radii ρ 1 , ρ 2 , where each of the two factors are holomorphic: thus 1
Partial orders on the class of Coxeter systems
The core of the proof of Theorem A is the reduction to a finite set of elementary verifications. The tools which provide this reduction are the partial orders ≤ p , ≤ q and ≤ li over the set of (Coxeter-isomorphism classes of) of Coxeter systems, and the corresponding monotonicity results for the function ω.
6
T. TERRAGNI 4.1. Remark. The monotonicity lemmas 4.3, 4.5 below are stated for the function ω. As a corollary of the proofs, however, one sees that b
for all n. This is a stronger result, of independent interest. 4.2. Parabolic and quotient orders. A Coxeter monomorphism ϕ : (W, S) → (W ′ , S ′ ) is a injective mapφ : S → S ′ such that m ′φ (s),φ(t) = m s,t for all s, t ∈ S. Thus, an isomorphism of Coxeter systems as defined in §2.1 is an invertible monomorphism.
The preorder on the set of Coxeter graphs given by Coxeter monomorphisms induces a partial order "≤ p " on the isomorphism classes of Coxeter graphs, the parabolic order.
Moreover, if M and N are Coxeter matrices of the same size, declare M ≤ q N if there exist coefficients k i,j ∈ N ∪ {∞} such that n i,j = k i,j m i,j . This induces a partial order on isomorphism classes of Coxeter systems, the quotient order.
4.3. Lemma. Let (W, S) and (W ′ , S ′ ) be Coxeter graphs of types M and N , respectively. Suppose that either
Proof. It suffices to prove the dominance of the coefficients of the growth series. Without loss of generality assume S ⊆ S ′ .
(i) By hypothesis (W, S) is a parabolic subsystem of (W ′ , S ′ ). It is well known (cf. [Bou07,
(ii) Let k i,j ∈ N ∪ {∞} be the coefficients such that n i,j = k i,j m i,j . Then the relations of the form (s i s j ) mi,j ki,j hold in W , so that they can be added as relations in the presentation (2.1) to obtain a new presentation of W . Thus,
are well-defined surjections.
4.4. Label-increasing order. We introduce a third order on Coxeter groups, which refines the quotient order.
Let M, N be Coxeter matrices of the same size, and let (W, S) and (W ′ , S ′ ) be the corresponding Coxeter systems. Without loss of generality assume S = S ′ , and let (W, S) ≤ li (W ′ , S) if, and only if, the matrix N − M has non-negative entries. This induces a partial order "≤ li " on the Coxeter isomorphism classes of Coxeter groups, the label-increasing order.
Proof. Let M and N be the types of (W, S) and (W ′ , S) respectively. Without loss of generality assume that there exists exactly one subset {i 0 , j 0 } such that m = m i0,j0 < n i0,j0 = n and m i,j = n i,j for all {i, j} = {i 0 , j 0 }. If n = ∞, then M ≤ q N and the result follows from Lemma 4.3, (ii). Then, it suffices to prove the statement when n = m + 1 < ∞.
In particular, it suffices to prove that for all k ∈ N 0 there exists an injective map η k :
, where σ M and π N are defined as in §2.4, is injective.
Proof of the claim. First, notice that η k is well defined as deg(σ M (w)) = ℓ M (w) by (2.3) and
Then, by Cor. 2.6, (v), there exist sequences of N -moves
Consider first the sequence on the left, and suppose it is
Assume there exists some t for which ν t is the N (2) -move
and let t 0 be the minimum of such t's.
In the present setup every N -move, with the only exception of the N (2) -moves of the form (4.2), is also an M -move. Thus, the sequence of moves ν t0−1
and η k is injective. 5. The minimal growth rate of Coxeter groups A. Theorem. If (W, S) is a non-spherical, non-affine Coxeter system, then its exponential growth rate satisfies
where τ is the growth rate of the Coxeter system with graph Proof. By monotonicity lemmas 4.3, 4.5 and by Prop. 4.7, it suffices to compute ω(W, S) for finitely many (W, S), i.e., the 72 exceptional hyperbolic Coxeter groups, and the three ≤ liminimal Coxeter groups in the infinite series. Moreover, by Prop. 3.1, p (W,S) (t) is a rational function which has non-negative Taylor coefficients. Thus, ω is the inverse of the minimal, positive real root of the denominator of p (W,S) (t). By direct inspection of the growth rates in Appendices C and D the statement is verified.
Remark.
(i) The computations of the Poincaré series of the exceptional hyperbolic Coxeter systems should be compared with the ones listed in [CLS10] , cf. Remark D.1.
(ii) It is quite surprising that the minimum τ of the exponential growth rates is not attained by one of the small rank Coxeter systems, but it appears as the growth rate associated with the graph (5.2). However, one of the growth rates of rank-three hyperbolic Coxeter groups, namely the one with labels 2, 3, 7 , is the Lehmer number λ Lehmer , and an interesting coincidence occurrs. Put
where λ ρ (w) is the spectral radius (with respect to the reflection representation ρ described in §2.2) of an element w ∈ W . The number λ ρ (W, S) represents a universal bound for eigenvalues of elements in Coxeter groups. Moreover, if (W, S) is hyperbolic, then log λ ρ (W, S) is interpreted as a lower bound for the length of non-degenerate, closed hyperbolic geodesics in the orbifold
the infimum being taken as (W, S) runs through all the Coxeter systems (cf. [McM02] ). The infimum is actually a minimum, and it is attained exactly for the Coxeter system (W, S) with Coxeter graph (5.2). It would be interesting to understand this phenomenon.
5.2. Amenability of Coxeter groups. The characterisation of amenable Coxeter groups can be deduced from Theorem A as follows.
Corollary ([dlH87]
). Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system. Then W is amenable if, and only if, (W, S) is a product of spherical and affine irreducible components. Moreover, W is amenable if, and only if, it does not contains a copy of the free group F 2 .
Proof. The second statement follows from Tits' alternative, since W is linear, finitely generated. If (W, S) is a product of spherical and affine components, then W is virtually Z k , and hence amenable.
On the other hand, if (W, S) has some non-spherical, non-affine component, then by Prop. 4.7 there is a subsystem (W I , I) of hyperbolic type. The Tits' reflection representation identifies W I as a lattice (i.e., a discrete, finite-covolume subgroup, cf. [Bou07, Ch. V §4, Ex. 12]) in a non-compact semisimple Lie group, the indefinite orthogonal group O(|S| − 1, 1). Therefore W I is non-amenable and, hence, W is non-amenable.
6. Rigidity and growth 6.1. Definition. Let M be a Coxeter matrix and let (W, S) be the corresponding Coxeter system. Suppose that S is partitioned as S = X ⊔ Y ⊔ T ⊔ Z and suppose that m t,y = ∞ for all t ∈ T and y ∈ Y , m z,y < ∞ for all z ∈ Z and y ∈ Y , σ ∈ Aut(Γ X ) is an automorphism of the subgraph Γ X ≤ Γ(M ) induced by X, and for all z ∈ Z and x ∈ X one has m z,σ(x) = m z,x . Then, the 4-tuple (M, X, Y, σ) is called mutable. Associated with a mutable tuple (M, X, Y, σ) there is a Coxeter matrix µ(M, X, Y, σ) = (n i,j ) i,j∈S , its mutation, given by
) is mutable and it is called the inverse mutable 4-tuple since µ(µ(M, X, Y, σ), X, Y, σ −1 ) = M . The relation M ∼ N whenever N is a mutation of M is symmetric, therefore its transitive closure induces an equivalence relation ∼ on Coxeter systems.
Remark.
(i) Many Coxeter matrices M only admit trivially mutable tuples (i.e., tuples with σ = id X ). Even when a non-trivial tuple exists, it may happen that the associated mutation is Coxeter isomorphic to the initial M . If this is not the case, (M, X, Y, σ) is called effective.
(ii) The operation of mutation defined above is a generalisation of the diagram twisting (cf. [BMMN02] ). Diagram twistings are mutations satisfying the additional conditions (a) W X is spherical, (b) σ(x) = x w0(X) is the conjugation by the longest element of W X , and (c) m z,x = 2 for all z ∈ Z. Effective diagram twistings determine exotic isomorphisms of Coxeter groups.
B. Theorem. Let (M, X, Y, σ) be a mutable tuple for (W, S), and let N = µ(M, X, Y, σ). Let (W ′ , S ′ ) be the Coxeter system with Coxeter matrix N . Then there is a type-preserving bijection
Thus, the Poincaré series is invariant on ∼-equivalence classes.
Proof. Let S = X ⊔ Y ⊔ Z ⊔ T decompose as in Def. 6.1, and let I ∈ F M . Since every edge of a spherical graph must have a finite label, then either
Suppose that (a) holds, then define
Suppose that (b) holds, then define
Then, for i ♯ , j ♯ ∈ I ♯ on has
Hence, Γ(N ) I ♯ ≃ Γ(M ) I , thus I ♯ ∈ F N and (a) holds for I ♯ if, and only if, (a) holds for I. Thus, the map I → I ♯ is a map F M → F N which preserves the Coxeter-isomorphism type, and it is invertible (its inverse is the ♯-map associated to the inverse mutable tuple). The statement then follows from Steinberg's formula (3.1).
6.3. Corollary. Suppose that W is rigid up to diagram twisting, and let S, R be Coxeter generating systems for W (cf. §2.7). Then
Let p W,Cox (t) and ω Cox (W ) be these common values.
Theorem B implies that mutations which are not diagram twistings can be regarded as procedures to produce non-isomorphic (and a fortiori, non Coxeter-isomorphic) Coxeter systems with the same Poicaré series.
6.4. Example. Consider the rank seven Coxeter system (W, S) with Coxeter matrix
1 3 3 2 3 4 2 3 1 3 2 3 4 2 3 3 1 2 2 4 3 2 2 2 1 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 1 2 ∞ 4 4 4 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 ∞ 3 1
Then, if the partition of S is given by X = {1, 2, 3, 4}, Y = {5}, Z = {6}, and T = {7} and σ = (1, 2, 3), one checks that (M, X, Y, σ) is mutable, cf. Fig. 6 .1. Moreover, N = µ(M, X, Y, σ) is a proper mutation (i.e., N is not given by diagram twisting of M ) which is not isomorphic to M . Therefore, the following problem seems to be of some interest.
C. Conjecture. When W is rigid up to diagram twisting, then ω(W ) = ω Cox (W ), i.e., the minimal growth rate of W is attained by (any) Coxeter generating system which W admits.
If W is a product of spherical and affine irreducible Coxeter systems, its Poincaré series depends on the chosen generating set. However, the exponential growth rate ω(W ) = ω(W, S) ∈ {0, 1} depending only on the finiteness of the group. The conjecture (at least in the above formulation) cannot be extended further, since, in general, elementary reductions do not preserve the exponential growth rate, as the following example shows. Let
Then s 5 is a pseudo-transposition, corresponding to the parabolic subsystem of type B 3 generated by J = {s 3 , s 4 , s 5 }. Let r i = s i for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, let r 5 = s 5 s 4 s 5 and
1 3 2 3 ∞ ∞ 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 3 2 3 2 3 1 2 2 ∞ 2 3 2 1 2 ∞ 2 2 2 2 1
By direct computation one sees that ω(W, S) = 2.24167 . . . , while ω(W, R) = 2.61578 . . . .
The proof is basically a case-by-case analysis, for which we will need to introduce some notation. The (arbitrary) numbering of graphs occurring along the proof is fixed in Appendix D.
The classes S and A denote, respectively, the class of spherical and affine Coxeter systems.
A.1. Notation. The symbols
, etc., will denote arbitrarily labelled circuits and linear graphs. A branching point is a vertex contained in at least 3 edges. An edge e has a large label if m(e) ≥ 4. A vertex is called terminal if, and only if, it is contained in at most one edge. The graph Moreover, one has
The following lemma deals with the case of linear graphs.
A.2. Lemma. Let Γ ∈ M be a Coxeter graph consisting of a string (A.1). Then Γ is in the following list. ∈ S ∪ A.
Thus a = 2, and a similar argument shows that b = 2. Since Γ has no circuit, then Γ has the form
for suitable α, β, γ, δ, ε ∈ N 0 and labelling functions m, n, ℓ, p, q.
If α = β = γ = ε = 0, then at least one label must be large. Removing any terminal vertex, one obtains a proper subgraph with a ramification: thus, ℓ 0 = · · · = ℓ γ = 3. Moreover, at most one large label can occurr, and it must be 4. Without loss of generality, suppose m 0 = 4 and all other labels are equal to 3. Then, removing any teminal vertex containing w, leads to a contradiction.
Thus, assume max{α, β, γ, ε} ≥ 1, and suppose without loss of generality that α ≥ 1. Then, there is a proper subgraph
minimality one may suppose α = 1, and the graph is
then remove (γ + 2)nd vertex and obtain a proper subgraph, say Γ ′ . Then one has m = 3 and Γ ′ must be one among E 6 , E 7 , E 8 , E 8 , and hence Γ is one among hnc(46), hnc(49), hnc(54), hnc(58).
Case t = 1: Suppose the branching point v lies in exactly a edges, a ≥ 3, i.e., its valency is a.
Since any graph in S ∪ A has branching point of valency at most 4, then a ≤ 5.
Subcase a = 5: in this case Γ must have a subgraph Γ ′ of type
Moreover removing any terminal vertex, one has that no large label can occurr, and hence one has hnc(41).
Subcase a = 4: Γ has a subgraph of the type
If the graph Γ coincides with (A.3), then at least one label must be large, say a > 3. Thus, removing one terminal vertex at a time, one has subgraphs which only can be of type D 4 or B 3 . Thus one has hnc(30) If Γ contains (A.3) as a proper subgraph, then by minimality there can be at most 6 vertices. Moreover, the labels of the edges containing v cannot be large, since the only spherical or affine type having a vertex of valency 4 is D 3 . Since there are no circuits, the graph is
Then, removing any terminal vertex (not contained in the edge with the label m) one has m ∈ {3, 4}, i.e., Γ is either hnc(39) or hnc(40).
Subcase a = 3: in this case there is a unique branching point with valency 3 and no circuits, then the general shape of Γ is (A.4)
for suitable α, β, γ and labelling functions m, n, ℓ. Without loss of generality, suppose 0 ≤ α ≤ β ≤ γ.
Few simple observations give a bound to the list of cases to be analysed.
When γ ≥ 2 consider the proper subgraph with vertices {0, 1, 1
′′ }, which must be in S ∪ A: thus m 0 = n 0 = ℓ 0 = 3. When (α, β, γ) = (1, 1, 3), the graph contains a proper subgraph which is neither of spherical nor affine type, thus if Γ ∈ M is of type (A.4), with γ ≥ 3, then α = 0.
When γ ≥ 4, the graph obtained removing the vertex 5 ′′ is in S ∪ A (being one of E 8 , E 8 ) only if β ≤ 1.
The very same consideration implies that if γ ≥ 4 and β = 1, then γ ≤ 5.
Finally, for α = β = 0 and γ ≥ 3 the only possible graphs are of types D γ+4 ∈ S or B γ+3 ∈ A.
Only the following case can thus occurr for (α, β, γ): ′′ one has that there is at most one large label among m 0 , n 0 , ℓ 0 , and it is equal to 4. Removing the vertex 1 one has that ℓ 1 ∈ {3, 4, 5}. Thus one has the types hc(13), hnc(25), hnc(26), hnc(27). (0, 1, 1): Remove the vertex 2 ′ and obtain m 0 = n 0 = ℓ 0 = 3 and ℓ 1 ∈ {3, 4}. Remove the vertex 2 ′′ and further obtain n 1 ∈ {3, 4}. Since at least one large label must exist one has the types hnc(37) and hnc(38).
(1, 1, 1): Removing the vertex 2, one has that m 0 = n 0 = ℓ 0 = n 1 = ℓ 1 = 3, and removing 2 ′ one further has m 1 = 3, but this is a graph of affine type. (0, 0, 2): The only large labels can be ℓ 1 or ℓ 2 , and removing 1 one has that at most one of the two is actually large, and it is a 4. Thus one has the affine B 5 ∈ M or hnc(36).
(0, 1, 2): Removing 3 ′′ one has that there is exactly one large label, ℓ 2 ≥ 3. Removing 1 one has that ℓ 2 = 4, and one has hnc(45).
(1, 1, 2): Removing 3 ′′ one has that there is at most one large label, ℓ 2 . Removing 1 one has that also ℓ 2 = 3, and one has hnc(50). (0, 2, 2): Removing 3 ′′ (resp. 3 ′ ) one has the unique large label is possibly ℓ 2 (resp. n 2 ). Thus there are no large labels and Γ is of the affine type E 7 ∈ M . ′′ one has that there is at most one large label, ℓ 4 ∈ {3, 4}. The case ℓ 4 = 3 is affine, the case ℓ 4 = 4 is hnc(53). (0, 1, 5): Removing the vertex 6 ′′ one has that there is at most one large label, ℓ 5 ∈ {3, 4}. This gives hnc(56), hnc(57).
Thus, no other cases can exist, and the proof is complete.
The third lemma classifies the types containg a circuit.
A.4. Lemma. Let Γ ∈ M and suppose that Γ contains a circuit (A.2) of k vertices, k ≥ 3. Then Γ is one of the following types. Rank 3: sh(a, b, c), Γ ∞ (3), Rank 4: hc(5), hc(6), hc(7), hc(8), hc(9), hnc(1), hnc(2), hnc(3), hnc(4), hnc(5), hnc(6), hnc(7), hnc(8), hnc(9), hnc(10), hnc(11), hnc(12), hnc(23), Rank 5: hc(14), hnc(28), hnc(29), hnc(31), hnc(32), Rank 6: hnc(42), hnc(43), hnc(44), Rank 7: hnc(47) Rank 8: hnc(51), Rank 9: hnc(55).
Proof. Part 1: Suppose there is an edge e of the circuit with m(e) > 3.
If there is more than one vertex not lying on the circuit, there would be a proper subdiagram consisting of a circuit with a label greater than 3, which is neither finite nor affine. Thus, |S| ≤ k + 1. Suppose Γ has branching point, then either
These cases can be both excluded since they contain a proper subgraph (the "top half") which is circuit with a label m > 3, which is not affine. Thus, a circuit with a large label m > 3 cannot branch. Removing a vertex then removes exactly two edges, and since in S ∪ A every graph has at most 2 large labels, then Γ has at most 4 large labels, say ℓ their number.
Moreover, if ℓ = 4 then any vertex must be contained in two edges with large labels, while if ℓ = 3, then any vertex lies in at least one edge with large label. Then, only the following possibilities can occurr (the labels a, . . . , d are large): Then one has to discuss the values of the large labels for each case (a) to (q). m ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} and one has hnc(9), hnc(10), hnc(11), hnc(12).
, which is hnc(23).
, which is hnc(31). 
, for k ≥ 5. In this case one first considers the subgraph obtained removing the (k − 1)st vertex, and thus m = 3. Then, remove the (k − 2)nd vertex and obtain a proper subgraph
, thus k ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. Finally, remove the (k − 3)rd vertex and obtain a proper subgraph of type
, thus k = 9. This gives the types hnc(44), hnc(47), hnc(51), hnc(55). This completes the proof of the lemma.
We can finally put all the information together.
Proof of Proposition 4.7. Let Γ ∈ M , then the following cases exaust all the possibilities: Γ is a tree ≫ without branching points, ≫ with at least one branching point, Γ is not a tree, and hence Γ contains a circuit. The three cases are discussed, respectively in Lemma A.2, Lemma A.3, Lemma A.4. This shows that Γ must either belong to the infinite series sh( , , ) or it is an exceptional graph hc( ), hnc( ).
Conversely, it is long but elementary to check that every graph appearing in the infinite series sh( , , ) and any exceptional graph hc( ), hnc( ) is in the class M .
Appendix B. Finite and affine Coxeter systems Table B .2: The affine Coxeter graphs. Here the subscript n denotes |S| − 1.
Appendix C. Growth of the groups in the infinite series 
1 − 2t + t a+1 , and
In view of Prop. 4.7 we explicitly include the computations for the three ≤ li -minimal Coxeter systems in the series.
Graph
2 + 3t + 1
Appendix D. Growth of exceptional hyperbolic groups D.1. Remark. The computations below were obtained using the code available at https://sites.google.com/site/tomterragni/research/computations. These computations should be compared to the ones presented in [CLS10] . However, Chapovalov, Leites and Stekolshchik's list does not include the Coxeter system hnc(20) and the computation of the convergency radius of for hc(13) (i.e., L5 4 in their notation) is not correct. D.2. Systems of hyperbolic cocompact type. The following table collects the data for hyperbolic Coxeter systems such that every proper parabolic subsystem is a product of spherical ones.
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